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Open Education Week is a global event that seeks 
to raise awareness of free and open sharing in 
education and the benefits they bring to teachers 
and learners.  Open education includes free and 
open access to platforms, tools and resources in 
education, including learning materials, course 
materials, videos, assessment tools, research, 
study groups, and textbooks, all available for free 
use and modification under an open license. Join 
us as Nicole Allen, the director of the Open           
Education Resources, speaks on March 8 at 1pm.  
We will also be viewing “Paywall: the Business of 
Scholarship” on March 7 at 12:30. See:
https://tinyurl.com/oedweek19 for more               
information. 
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Wikipedia's diversity problems are well                  
documented. Due to a lack of diversity among 
Wikipedia's editorship, there are critical gaps in the 
information available on the free encyclopedia. 
We're here to fix it. This edit-a-thon will focus on 
adding information about women and folks in the 
LGBT+ community from around the world to      
Wikipedia. All computer skill levels are welcome. 
We will provide tutorials for the beginner            
Wikipedian, reference materials, childcare, and             
refreshments. Bring your laptop, power cord, (we 
will have some laptops available) and ideas for 
entries that need updating or creation. People of 
all gender identities and expressions, races and 
ethnicities are invited to participate. #RodEdits            
#WikipediaSoStraight #WikipediaSoMale          
#WikipediaSoWhite #WikipediaSoNorthern
Our 6th annual mini comic con is 
just around the corner on April 
13th.  We are looking for art to 
showcase on the  Learning   
Commons art wall.  The items 
will be exhibited from Mar 13- 
Apr 15.  The overall theme will be 
Marvel and DC timeline related, however all 
comic/anime/manga/popculture art will be 
accepted.  Please include the title of your piece, 
the date created, and your name so we can give 
proper attribution. Deadline for submission is 
March 12.  For more information contact 
julieann.beddow@uni.edu
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Join Rod Library and the UNI Museum for                 
"Unveiling the Tusk: The exhibit opening of the 
scientific study, conservation, and interpretation 
of the American mastodon" on April 3, 2019 from 
4pm - 6pm. This event is free and open to 
the public. 
Please join us for the Spring 2019 library         
workshops for Health Sciences.  Join your friendly 
neighborhood librarian Angie Cox as she helps 
you navigate how to create effective database 
search strategies, avoid common citation          mis-
takes, search tricks in Google Scholar, and how to 
stay organized with citation managers.  See: 
https://preview.tinyurl.com/springrod19 
for more information.
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